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ROXELL, is the worldwide leader in automatic feeding, drinking, 

nesting, ventilation and heating systems for the poultry and 

pig industry.  

Our success and reputation are based on our distinctive and 

innovative products, a sound investment policy with the talent and 

dedication of our 300 employees and more than 150 distributors 

worldwide. 

Roxell systems are world-renowned for their excellent durability, 

performance and production results. 

We are one of the most modern and best-equipped manufacturers 

in the industry. An excellently maintained production facility 

with	state-of-the-art	machinery	and	a	fl	exible	logistics	structure	

guarantees consistent transformation of raw materials into 

advanced, high-quality systems. That is how we are able to handle 

any project, large or small, with the same superlative care, 

and deliver it accurately anywhere in the world.

Our	head	offi	ce	is	located	in	Maldegem (Belgium) and we also 

maintain production and warehouse facilities in 

Shah Alam (Malaysia), Anderson, Missouri (USA) and 

an	offi	ce	in	Moscow (Russia).

ROXELL BVBA is a subsidiary of CTB, Inc.  

CTB, Inc. is a leading global designer, manufacturer and marketer 

of systems and solutions for the poultry, pig, eggs and grain sector.

About Roxell

We constantly encourage our staff  to work towards this  goal.

We invest in education and tools that allow our people to continually develop in their 

own	fi	elds	of	expertise.	In	this	way,	we	combine	vitality	with	experience	and	new	

insights allowing Roxell to stay perpetually young.
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ROXELL, has designed and devel-
oped a unique oval pan for broiler 
breeders. This patented design maxi-
mizes	the	results	of	your	fl	ock	during	the	
rearing and production periods.

Feeding 
systems
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Optimal use of your floor space
The unique oval pan can hold up to 15 birds per pan which allows you 
to place up to 60 animals per 3 meters or 10 feet of feeding length. 

Fast, uniform feed distribution
• The high capacity auger and unique patented pan design provide 

fast and even feed distribution on every circuit.

•	The	auger	fi	lls	every	pan	in	the	house	simultaneously	within	
a few seconds with equal portions, which gives each bird the 
same feeding opportunity.

Maximum feed savings
• The VitooTM and KiXoo® pan design, with inner and outer pans, 

prevents feed waste. The outer pan catches the feed from the 
inner pan allowing all feed to be eaten by the birds.

• The special stepped BoozzterTM pan with ten individual feeding 
trays prevents selective pecking and feed waste. 

Durable and easy maintenance

• The pan parts are in durable UV-stabilized plastics, which resist 
all commonly used cleaning agents and detergents.

• A solid hinge allows easy, thorough cleaning, without removing 
the pans. 

• There is a degressive 10 year warranty on the complete pan.

• No corner wheels or parts susceptible to wear.

• Circuits can be winched up for easy, thorough cleaning.

•	Daily	winching	will	also	increase	fl	ock	fertility	and	limit	the	
number	of	fl	oor	eggs.
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Automatic feeding and easy start from day one
The	unique	inner	cone	guarantees	fl	ooded	pans	during	the	early	days	of	
rearing.	Young	birds	fi	nd	the	feed	immediately	on	entering	the	house.
The low pan and wide grill openings offer day-olds easy access to 
the feed, without the need for manual feeding. After a few days birds 
already line up around the pan to eat.

Partial brooding and easy management
In order to save heating costs, the system allows a brooding area to be 
created by closing the pans outside it. A shut-off slide makes partial 
brooding possible. 

Uniformity in feed distribution  
Fast, excellent and effi  cient
The VitooTM pan distributes small feed portions within a few seconds.
Daily automatic feeding can start from 35 g or 1,24 ounces of feed per 
bird per day, avoiding the need to skip a day as a management system.

Maximize uniformity
The distribution of daily feed portions is based on the bird group weight. 
By managing the feed level setting for each bird group you can control 
the eating behavior of the birds.

Our solutions for 
the rearing period

Improve 
uniformity
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Comfortable eating for males only
The wide grill openings offer cockerels with fully-grown combs easy 
and comfortable access to the feed. 
For optimal system performance, keep 10 cockerels per pan for the 
whole	fl	ock,	especially	after	culling	and	spiking.

Separate sex feeding
The unique, adjustable roller tube or a FIXGRILL™ prevents cockerels 
from eating together with the hens. 
Unique feed management
The special trough shape minimizes feed waste.
A high transport capacity (30 m per minute - 98,5 f/m) prevents 
birds from eating during feed distribution and divides the trough into 
thousands of small feed compartments, preventing selective eating.

Our solutions for 
the production period

Higher 
fertility and 

more eggs

Separate feeding for hens and cockerels
The internal grill is adjustable for width (using the handy adjuster 
knob)	 and	 for	 height,	 to	 suit	 the	 age	 of	 the	 fl	ock.	 This	 prevents	
cockerels, regardless of age or breed, from stealing feed from the 
hens.
Daily winching to improve fertility
By winching the system up after eating, the birds will have more free 
space and easier access to the nest.
Day old to death
You can use KiXoo®	 day	old	 to	death	 from	 the	fi	rst	 day	onwards.	
Special feed windows automatically provide a high feed level during 
the early days.
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Roxell Concept
Visit	www.roxell.com	for	further	technical	specifications	of	our	systems.

Rearing

Production

US style

European style
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